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In years past, the value of detecting risk was mea-

sured largely by examining a clear separation among

survival curves for key patient subgroups.1 In 2008,

prognostic modeling was advanced with the introduction

of risk reclassification analyses which allow one to

calculate the incremental improvement in risk quantifi-

cation for low- and high-risk individuals based on the

addition of new markers to a risk-prediction model.2 A

key clinical benefit to the net reclassification improve-

ment (NRI) analyses is that the results estimate the

proportion of low- and high-risk individuals that are

reclassified when two prognostic models are compared.

This approach has now been successfully applied in a

number of prognostic analyses using nuclear imaging.3-9

Although most reports quantifying the overall NRI

have reported that nuclear variables add considerably to

the ability to accurately detect low- and high-risk indi-

viduals, in this issue of the journal, Koh and colleagues7

reported intriguing results from a relatively large, single-

center database of 6702 patients referred for exercise

myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) for either sus-

pected or known coronary artery disease (CAD). This

report provided a unique approach by formulating three

models including the base comparator of a clinical

model which was then compared to a model adding the

Duke Treadmill Score (DTS), and then a third model

adding the summed difference score and a categorical

post-stress left ventricular ejection fraction variables.

This approach is interesting as it provides some insight

into the comparative utility of exercise testing infor-

mation alone compared with nuclear imaging. This

analysis revealed that in patients with suspected coro-

nary artery disease, the addition of DTS provided

significant improvement in the NRI beyond clinical data

alone; with an NRI of 0.12 (or 12%, P = 0.019).

However, in this lower-risk patient subset, MPI vari-

ables did not result in a significant improvement in the

NRI calculation when added to DTS and clinical vari-

ables (P = 0.9). These results are in line with prior

reports in patients with low cardiovascular risk. A prior

multicenter series reported no improvement in risk

estimation in women \55 years of age using pharma-

cologic stress myocardial perfusion Rb-82 PET.6 In the

paper by Kohl et al, the primary endpoint for analysis

was all-cause death. One may argue that more cardiac-

specific outcomes (such as nonfatal MI, cardiac

arrhythmias, need for percutaneous or surgical revas-

cularization, and hospitalization for heart failure) may

yield different results. These findings are similar to the

results from the WOMEN (What is the Optimal Method

for Ischemia Evaluation in Women) trial which

demonstrated that ETT was an effective initial diag-

nostic test in the evaluation of low-risk, functional

women with suspected CAD. In the WOMEN trial, 824

symptomatic women with suspected CAD were ran-

domized to either ETT or exercise MPI. There was no

difference in the 2-year MACE-free survival event rates

between the two groups (P = 0.59).10 The lack of sig-

nificant improvement in the NRI in lower-risk cohorts is

also supported by current guidelines which recom-

mended exercise testing (without imaging) as the index

strategy for evaluation of suspected ischemic symptoms

in patients with low to intermediate pretest likelihood of

CAD.11

However, in patients with prior CAD, the Koh7

report noted that the NRI was 0.26 (or 26%, P\ 0.05)

when MPI variables were added to clinical variables and

DTS, a value similar to other published reports.3

Importantly, the clinical model only included a few
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variables (age, male sex, and a variable indicating[2

risk factors) which would magnify the added contribu-

tion of nuclear data for a second comparative model.

From the Multicenter PET Prognosis registry, Dorbala5

formulated a clinical model that included 12 variables

(including risk factors, symptoms, beta blocker use, and

heart rate; to name a few). In the PET report, the NRI for

inclusion of the percentage of ischemic and scarred

myocardium on stress PET imaging for estimating car-

diac death was 0.12 (or 12%). Higher NRI calculations

for stress PET imaging data estimating cardiac mortality

have been reported for men (NRI: 0.17) and older

women (NRI: 0.21).6 Thus, one must take care to

examine what is being compared between the two

models. When weak or only a few clinical variables are

added to a model, this may result in a substantially

higher NRI than what would be observed when a rig-

orous, exhaustive list of clinical variables is applied in a

comparative prognostic model.

The Koh7 report provided a unique approach by

formulating three models including the base comparator

of a clinical model compared to a model adding the

DTS, and then a third model of MPI variables. This

demonstrates the incremental value of adding the DTS

or data derived from MPI to baseline clinical risk factors

in risk assessment. This study provides insight into

which patient population can undergo exercise treadmill

testing (ETT) as an initial diagnostic strategy in the

evaluation of symptoms suggestive of CAD. A similar

approach was employed in a recent report of 988 low-

risk patients undergoing coronary calcium and exercise

myocardial perfusion SPECT.8 This report noted that

when exercise testing and myocardial perfusion SPECT

data were added to a model including the Framingham

risk score, there was a significant improvement in the

NRI; with values of 9.6% for the Duke treadmill score

and 14.7% for nuclear imaging data.8 One key differ-

ence between these two reports is that the latter series

had more substantial follow-up (median of 6.9 years)

compared to 2.5 years in the Koh7 series. Longer-term

follow-up findings can often yield varied findings as to

the effectiveness of prognostication, in particular in

lower-risk patient cohorts.12

In addition to the length of follow-up, there remain

several aspects of an NRI analysis that are ill defined.

The NRI analysis requires that discrete categories of

outcome rates are clearly defined. For example, in the

Koh7 series, the all-cause death rates were categorized as

\1%, 1-3%, and[3% per year. Similar cutpoints were

used in a PET analysis estimating cardiac mortality.6 In

another study, cardiac event category rates of \6%,

6-20%, and [20% were applied in an NRI analysis.8

Thus, one may envision that if outcome rates are set low,

then it can be difficult for these patients to be reclassified

into higher-risk categories even after the addition of

other variables. By comparison, by setting the higher

category at too low a risk threshold (e.g.,[3% vs[6%),

then improvement in risk may be fraught with chal-

lenges. This latter point is particularly poignant when

the duration of follow-up is short.

Future reports should perform a range of cutpoints

for an NRI analysis, as none are currently defined as

optimal. Likely, a pattern exists where the NRI result is

dependent on the length of follow-up, the pretest risk in

the patient subset, the primary outcome of interest, as

well as the predefined categories of risk. If one can vary

each of the components of an NRI analysis, then it

would be helpful to set standards of acceptability to

ensure interpretation of the results remains clinically

meaningful. What is clear from the Koh7 series is that

testing of lower-risk patients using MPI does not

improve on near-term risk reclassification.

Beyond MPI, reports have noted an added NRI for

coronary flow reserve (NRI: 17.1% for diabetics and

21.4% for non-diabetics)9 and for the heart rate change

with pharmacologic stress (NRI: 18.5%).13Bycomparison,

the extent and severity of ischemia and post-stress left

ventricular function added considerably to risk reclassifi-

cation of patients with known CAD. These results are

consistent with the abundant research supporting current

approaches of ischemia-guided management as effective

and at the heart of clinical practice guidelines.11

As we boldly strive to address new research ques-

tions, it remains vital to frame the work and tailor the

findings for optimal cohorts. The Koh7 series reminds us

that the use of stress MPI should be used in appropri-

ately selected groups. At the heart of any diagnostic test

is to select the best test that will provide additional

information impacting management and improving

clinical outcomes while minimizing cost and patient

risk. The first step in this process is determining an

individual’s pretest likelihood of disease. As seen in this

study, and supported by widely accepted guidelines,

low-to-intermediate risk patients with suspected CAD,

adequate functional capacity, and an interpretable rest-

ing electrocardiogram can appropriately be referred for

an ETT to provide further risk stratification and evalu-

ation of symptoms. MPI provides significant prognostic

information when added to clinical history especially in

high-risk patients. Many times, clinical researchers hope

for positive findings and remain afraid of negative

results. We in the field of cardiovascular imaging should

embrace knowledge—negative or positive—but that

which is in the best interest of our patients. This is by

definition patient-centered imaging where our intentions

and goals for imaging are oriented toward what is best

for the patient. We encourage researchers in the field of

nuclear cardiology to further define our clinical benefit
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and our limitations to testing. It is only by knowing our

limits that we understand our strengths!
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